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Abstract
The paper presents a new elastic scheduling task model which has been used in the uniprocessor node of a
control measuring system. This model allows the selection of a new set of periods for the occurrence of tasks
executed in the node of a system in the case when it is necessary to perform additional aperiodic tasks or there is
a need to change the time parameters of existing tasks. Selection of periods is performed by heuristic algorithms.
This paper presents the results of the experimental use of an elastic scheduling model with a GRASP heuristic
algorithm.
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1. Introduction
The problem of scheduling exists in many areas of technology. The task scheduling theory
is applied to appropriate areas of various tasks on specific devices (e.g., processors,
machines). This includes computer systems and networks and production systems and
services, wherever there is a flow shop scheduling problem of information or materials [1−3].
The scheduling problem in this approach consists in assigning tasks to processors or
machines, such that the criterion adopted obtains the highest efficiency in the use of devices
with given constraints [4, 5]. These restrictions can be put in terms of availability or of
required times for completion of tasks. While performing the tasks on processors or machines,
retooling may also be required [6, 7]. For example, in a multiprocessor system the set-up
process may consist of collecting the necessary input-output data from external systems, while
in a production system it could be the matching of tools used to current production
requirements [8, 9]. Such a task scheduling approach, as is here presented, is defined as the
set of operations or activities executed with the intention of obtaining a given final product
from the object (processor, machine or human) performing these operations [10]. Individual
objects performing tasks can perform a number of other activities (tasks), which from the
perspective of e.g. a manufacturing process are not relevant and not subject to scheduling
analysis.
Another area for the application of scheduling theory is the analysis of time constraints
through independent and most often periodic tasks carried out in the control and measurement
system (CMS). These systems implement automatic measurement and control tasks in relation
to a particular object or technological process.
In later parts of the work the application of the theory of task scheduling is presented in
relation to tasks performed in a single uniprocessor node CMS. In the classical approach
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to such task scheduling a static model is used. In this model it is assumed that the node CMS
tasks are periodic. Each task is described by the following time parameters [11]:
<C, T, D>,

(1)

where: C – the maximum time for the task, T – the period of occurrence of the task, D –
relative time limit denoting the time limit within which the processor should finish the task.
The examination of the possibilities of completing all the tasks in the node CMS, with the
given temporal parameters for each task, is performed by setting a condition for the use of the
resources of node U CMS [11]:
n
C
(2)
U =∑ i ,
i =1 Ti
where: i – index of task, n – number of tasks in a given CMS node.
The calculated value of U ≤ 1 designates the possibility to perform all the tasks on the data
node CMS hardware resources. However, for U > 1 it is necessary to expand the node
hardware resources to ensure implementation of all tasks. This solution has the disadvantage
of increasing the cost of construction of the CMS node. In addition, the expanded resources of
the node for most of the working time cannot be effectively utilized.
The application of CMS technology in electronics and information technology has made it
possible to increase their functionality. At the same time it has resulted in the fact that in
addition to periodic tasks with fixed time parameters the CMS node can perform tasks with
changing time parameters. An example is the mobile robot, one of whose tasks is to avoid
obstacles without suddenly stopping. In such a case it is necessary to increase the frequency
of checking the distance to the obstacle which has been detected. There may also occur
aperiodic tasks signalling e.g. the occurrence of a critical state in the operation of the object.
Fig. 1 shows an example of a situation report for the aperiodic execution of a task in the
node CMS.

Fig. 1. Example of an elastic scheduling task model.

Tasks Z_1 and Z_2 are performed in a periodic manner for different settings TZ_1 and TZ_2.
It is assumed that task Z_1 has higher priority than the task of Z_2. For simplicity, Fig. 1 also
assumes that for both tasks relative time constraints D are equal to the periods of occurrence
of tasks T. The timing parameters of periodic tasks Z_1 and Z_2 are so selected that, in
accordance with formula (2), the condition of resource use U is fulfilled. However, the
application to the execution of aperiodic task Z_3, which has the highest priority, will lead
to a breach of the condition of resource use U.
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The need to execute aperiodic tasks, or more frequently, to perform tasks such as one of
the periodical ones, which have the highest priority, can lead to resource starvation for lower
priority tasks. The resulting limitations of the static scheduling model (1), for no consideration
or periodic tasks aperiodic inrush time-varying parameters, necessitated the need for an elastic
scheduling model. Using this type of model will make it possible to fulfil the condition
specified by (2), by modifying the period of occurrence T for all tasks. Fig. 1 illustrates this
situation by increasing period T for tasks Z_1 and Z_2. Therefore, to ensure the
implementation of tasks in a node at the CMS, or the application of an aperiodic task or tasks,
or a periodic change of setting, the time parameters of a periodic task or tasks requires the
designer to predict the CMS scenarios of such tasks. Once a scenario for the functioning of
the SPS has been created for each case, an appropriate choice of a new set periods for the
occurrence of T, in “online” or “offline” mode, will be made.
The few elastic scheduling task models in the published literature [12−14] have the
following limitations:
− modification of the settings for all T periods of tasks executed in the CMS node is
conducted in a proportionate manner, which can lead to a failure condition specified
by (2);
− inability to decide which tasks should be subject to modified settings of periods T;
− inability of the designer of the CMS to identify the resource utilization U at a given level.
2. ew elastic scheduling task model
Given the limitations of existing models of elastic scheduling, a new elastic scheduling
model (ESTM) [15, 16] has been developed with the following parameters:
< C, Tnom, D, Tmin, Tmax, wvt, Usu >,

(3)

where: Tnom – nominal period of the task, Tmin, Tmax – selection range of a new period for a
task, wvt – weighting of the validity of the task, Usu – assumed value of the node resource use.
Parameters C and D have the same meaning as in the model (1).
The development of the ESTM eliminates the above mentioned limitations of existing
elastic scheduling task models. In ESTM, when selecting the new setting values for the
periods of occurrence of tasks (Tsel), the assumed value of the CMS resource node use (Usu)
and the weighting of the importance of the duties wvt are taken into account. The coefficient
wvt points out which tasks should be subject to a modified adjustment period during task T at
the expense of a smaller modification of setting periods of tasks T for the remaining tasks that
are more important for the stability of the CMS. Tasks that are assigned with the highest
coefficient wvt values have Tsel chosen in such a way that it is close or equal to the nominal
values of the task Tnom specified in ESTM.
For each node of the task carried out in the CMS, the selection of new setting values Tsel
periods (within limits Tmin and Tmax) belongs to the class of NP hard problems [16]. In this
class of problems, for which finding the right solution (not necessarily optimal, but
acceptable) is too expensive computationally, heuristic algorithms are used [17]. For further
work on ESTM the following algorithms have been chosen: evolutionary, simulated
annealing, tabu search, ants, A*, GRASP. It is assumed that the values selected by the
heuristic algorithm Tsel do not necessarily constitute an optimal solution, but must take into
account the assumed weighting importance of the tasks wvt and Usu. The algorithms,
evolutionary, simulated annealing and tabu search, were chosen, among other reasons,
because of their prior use in the scheduling of tasks, albeit in terms of allocation of tasks to
machines [4]. The other three algorithms (ants, A* and GRASP) were selected because of
their mode of action during the search for solutions to the difficult problem of NP,
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which consists in modeling solutions in the search area in the form a graph. The problem of
selecting in the ESTM the Tsel periods can also be represented by a graph, as is, for example,
shown for the three tasks in Fig. 2. A set of periods Tsel is followed consecutively for each of
the tasks in the range from Tmin to Tmax.

Fig. 2. Sample graph for selecting settings Tsel in ESTM for three tasks.

In order to ensure the proper operation of heuristic algorithms in ESTM, a model for the
assessment of the solution (Or) of selecting new settings Tsel periods for all tasks [18] has
been developed:
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where: j, k – index of task.
The developed model (4) was used as the objective function in heuristic algorithms, whose
value was minimized in respect to the selection of Tsel. This is reflected in its recording of wvt
coefficients for all tasks. Each of the heuristic algorithms was supplemented by checking the
condition of use of resources U for newly designated Tsel periods. The calculated U-value is
compared with the assumed value of ESTM Usu. In the case where the value of U is less than
or equal to Usu, the heuristic algorithm is terminated. Otherwise, a new heuristic algorithm Tsel
periods is set for all tasks. In addition, for part of the heuristic algorithms, in order to ensure
proper operation in ESTM, it was necessary to carry out simulation studies to enable the
selection of appropriate methods and parameter values for these algorithms.
For all the above mentioned heuristic algorithm simulation studies, the aim was to compare
the properties of these algorithms in respect to an evaluation of their applicability for the
determination of the settings in ESTM Tsel periods. Simulation studies were carried out in a
Matlab environment for different numbers of tasks in the CMS node. Each test was repeated
1000 times, with the two designated parameters (Loravg and u) which formed the basis of
comparison of selected properties of heuristic algorithms. The parameter Loravg is calculated
as the average of the number of values of solutions (Lor) given in subsequent repetitions of
these algorithms. The parameter Loravg, which was chosen because it is the calculated value of
the function Or, enabling the assessment of the Tsel tuning solutions, is the most costly
operation during operation of the heuristic algorithm. Checking how well the value of Tsel fits
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the values assumed in the ESTM values obtained by calculating the Usu of another parameter
u, which is the relative resource use of the CMS node, is defined by the formula:
u=

U su − U avg
U avg

⋅ 100% ,

(5)

where: Uavg – U mean value of all iterations of the algorithm simulation tests.
The results of simulation studies, with descriptions of several algorithms for matching the
ESTM, are published in [19−22]. However, reference [16] presents a comparison of selected
properties of heuristic algorithms made on the basis of the adopted parameters u and Loravg.
Simulation studies have shown that all the analyzed heuristic algorithms can be used in the
ESTM. The most preferred algorithm for use in the ESTM is the GRASP algorithm, because
the selected settings of Tsel are obtained at the lowest cost of calculation and it also gives the
best reflection of the rate of resource use Usu. A block diagram of the GRASP algorithm used
in the ESTM is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the GRASP algorithm ESTM.

The GRASP algorithm in the ESTM begins by creating graph peaks nwi according to the
method of creating a graph shown in Fig. 2. Tsel selection for each task is based on the values
of g(x), which are the already chosen values of the setting periods Tsel and Tmax values, for
those tasks which have not yet had selected the new setting periods. Calculation of numerical
values of g(x) is made on the basis of the objective function Or (4). In the event that the value
calculated from equation 2 of U > Usu Tsel during the selection of setting Tsel for i, then the
task is discarded. The GRASP algorithm terminates only when periods Tsel have been selected
for all tasks (the path will be created).
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4. Experimental verification of the GRASP algorithm ESTM
The aim of this experimental study was to examine whether the ESTM with the GRASP
algorithm can give, in an “online” or “offline” mode, assurance of implementation of tasks in
the CMS node in the case of notification of aperiodic tasks or tasks with periodically changing
time parameters.
The study was conducted in laboratory conditions with the following assumptions: The
CMS includes two nodes, node 2 and node 3 (Fig. 4); in node 2 a program implementing the
ESTM with the GRASP algorithm is installed. This program was developed on the platform
of JavaTM 2 Micro Edition (J2METM) in the NetBeans IDE environment with Java ME SDK
3.0. The J2METM platform was chosen because of the dedicated nature of its application in
devices with limited memory and processing power. Node 3 carries out the tasks with the
assumed time parameters. In the case of notification for carrying out aperiodic tasks in node 3
or the need to change the parameter setting the time for the periodic tasks of the node, it sends
a query to node 2 to enter a new setting Tsel for all tasks performed in the third node.

Fig. 4. Sample of CMS with ESTM.

Experimental studies were carried out on four node 2 configurations (nc2) equipped with
a specific type of hardware and communication with node 3 (Table 1). nc2_1 configuration.
There was chosen for the nc2_1 configuration a hardware configuration corresponding to the
latest production of wireless sensor nodes, IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee with powerful hardware
resources. Configurations nc2_3 and nc2_2 were chosen such that the PC, implementing the
wired and wireless communications, was more efficient in terms of the hardware
configuration than that used in the nc2_1 (smartphone).
Table 1. Configuration summary of node 2.
nc2

Type of
communication

1

wireless

2
3

wireless
wire

4

wire

Equipment of a node
Smartphone Nokia C7 – 00 processor ARM1176 (TSMC 65GP) 680 MHz
Symbian^3
computer Intel Core i3-540 4GB PC3-10600 (DDR3-1333) Windows7
Professional z Service Pack1 64-bit WD5000AAKS 7200 rpm
computer Intel Celeron 850 MHz 512 MB DDR-266 (PC-2100) WindowsXP
Professional with Service Pack3 32-bit ST340810A 5400 rpm

The performance of the computer in the configuration of nc2_4 was comparable to the
performance of the hardware in the nc2_1 configuration, while node 3 was a PC. This
computer was connected by cable (standard 100BASE-TX) to a Linksys router WRT54GCEU, which would send a request designating new settings Tsel to node 2, by wired or wireless
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means. Wired or wireless communication between node 2 and node 3 was conducted in
accordance with the UDP protocol. The exchange of data between CMS nodes used a data
encoding format developed in the form of a frame consisting of a specific number of bytes
(Table 2 and 3). For each task, along with the ESTM parameters, there is also sent the number
of settings for the choice of Tsel period (lz). In the last data field (Table 3), on two bits,
information was placed on how to obtain the setting Tsel (appointed by the GRASP algorithm,
or read from memory) and the writing to memory of the settings Tsel.
Table 2. Meanings of each field in the frame transmitted from node 3 to node 2.
The number
of fields
1
2
3
...
n+2

The number
of bytes
2
4
28
...
28

Meaning bytes
Number of tasks (n)
Usu
C, D, Tnom, Tmin, Tmax, wvt, lz ‒ ESTM parameters for the task 1
...
C, D, Tnom, Tmin, Tmax, wvt, lz ‒ ESTM parameters for the task n

Table 3. Meanings of each field in the frame transmitted from node 2 to node 3.
The number
of data fields
1
2
...
n+1

The number
of bytes
2
4
...
4

n+2

1

Meaning bytes
Number of settings Tsel
Tsel ‒ for the task 1
...
Tsel ‒ for the task n
Bit 0 ‒ if setting a record obtained Tsel.
Bit 1 ‒ if the reading obtained Tsel settings. If you do not read
the following appointment setting Tsel GRASP algorithm.

As described in Table 2, a maximum frame length equal to 7006 bytes for 250 tasks
(accepted maximum number of tasks in node 3 CMS) was created. However, during the return
of designated setting Tsel by the GRASP algorithm a frame was created with the maximum
length equal to 1003 bytes for 250 tasks. In both cases, the number of transmitted data does
not require a high-bandwidth communication channel to be used.
Experimental studies consisted of measuring the time tk, which was calculated from the
moment of transmission by node 3 to node 2 the Tsel request for new settings, until the
designated setting Tsel was received back by the GRASP algorithm. Time tk was read at node
3 with a counter counting clock pulses. For each number of tasks n (5, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100,
150 and 250) implemented in node 3 the average communication time was calculated for
(tkavg) resulting from 1000 iterations of the tests performed. Time values were determined for
four tkavg configurations of node 2 (Table 1), in which the following activities were carried
out:
1. Determination of setting Tsel without trying to read them first and without saving them
(r0c1w0).
2. Determination and saving settings Tsel (r0c1w1).
3. Reading Tsel settings and saving them again (r1c0w1).
4. Reading settings Tsel (r1c0w0).
Figure 5 shows the results of the calculated values tkavg for a certain number of tasks n,
which are obtained when calculating the adjustment Tsel through the ESTM with a GRASP
algorithm at node 2 nc2_1 CMS configuration. The research shows that:
1. tkavg time values increase with an increasing number of tasks performed on a CMS node n,
when it is required to designate a setting Tsel (r0c1w0, r0c1w1).
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2. For a small number of tasks (n ≤ 25) it is preferable to designate Tsel settings without
saving. Reading settings Tsel (r1c0w0) is longer than their re-designation (r0c1w0).
3. From a comparison of characteristics for read-only setting Tsel (r1c0w0) with the
characteristics of the read and write of (r1c0w1) Tsel it turns out that the saving of Tsel
results is a long operation. This is due to the properties of disk storage used in the
smartphone Nokia C7−00.

Fig. 5. tkavg time values for different numbers of tasks n, for the configuration nc2_1.

The calculated time values of tkavg for a specific number of tasks n performed on a node 2
CMS with a nc2_2 configuration, shown in Fig. 6, indicate that:
1. The use of a more efficient configuration of nc2_2 (PC with a faster disk memory) relative
to the configuration of nc2_1 (Smartphone) reduced the effect of read and write operation
Tsel settings (r1c0w1) for tkavg time.
2. Together with the increase in the number of tasks n, for which was designated setting Tsel,
it was more useful to save and then read the settings Tsel (r1c0w1), or just read them
(r1c0w0), than to determine them.
Calculated values of time tkavg for a specific number of tasks n performed on a node 2
CMS with a nc2_3 configuration reached very similar results to those for the configuration
nc2_2. This means that for the same hardware configuration the means of communication
between CMS nodes (wireless in a nc2_2 or wired in a nc2_3) had no significance on the
performance of the time value tkavg.

Fig. 6. tkavg time values for different numbers of tasks n, for the configuration nc2_2.
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Fig. 7. tkavg time values for different numbers of tasks n, for the configuration nc2_4.

Figure 7 shows the results of the calculated values tkavg for a specific number of tasks n,
which were obtained when calculating the adjustment Tsel by the ESTM with the GRASP
algorithm in a node 2 CMS with a nc2_4 configuration. The research shows that:
1. The use of different data storage, despite similar power of computational units in nc2_4
nc2_1 configurations, has an impact on the value of time tkavg during the operation of
writing to memory: (r0c1w1) and (r1c0w1).
2. The use of less efficient equipment in configuration nc2_4 than in nc2_3 extends the time
setting Tsel in the configuration setting nc2_4 in comparison with nc2_3.
The influence of the configuration of the CMS node 2 on tkavg time calculation results for
various numbers of tasks n in determining the setting Tsel (r0c1w0) by the ESTM with the
GRASP algorithm is shown in Fig. 8. The presented results indicate that:
1. The configuration nc2_1 had the fastest Tsel determined settings for twenty-five tasks
relative to the configurations nc2_2 and nc2_3, which used equipment with greater
efficiency than the nc2_1 configuration.
2. For two configurations nc2_1 and nc2_4, similar in terms of hardware, Tsel setting values
for each analyzed number of tasks n were determined more quickly in the case nc2_1
configuration.

Fig. 8. tkavg parameter values for different numbers of tasks n, when Tsel settings are determined without saving
them and without attempts at prior reading (r0c1w0).
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In both cases, the achievement of lower values of tkavg for the configuration nc2_1 is the
result of the operating system and Symbian^3 in the smartphone Nokia C7‒00. Symbian^3 is
a dedicated system for the device in which, with due regard to energy consumption, only a
few short and less complex processes are running in contradistinction to Windows. Not
without significance, there may also be an influence from the implementation of the Java
virtual machine, on which midlet is run , designating the setting Tsel in the ESTM with the
GRASP algorithm.
5. Conclusions
In the first part of the paper a new elastic scheduling task model has been presented which
allows, in the case of the occurrence in the CMS node of aperiodic tasks or periodic tasks with
changing time parameters, the selecting of new setting periods for the occurrence of tasks
(Tsel) for all tasks in the CMS node. In the ESTM developed in this paper the use of heuristic
algorithms is proposed for the determination of Tsel. On the basis of simulation studies,
allowing a comparison of selected properties of heuristic algorithms, the use of the GRASP
algorithm in the ESTM has been proposed.
In the second part of the article the preliminary results of experimental application of the
GRASP algorithm in the ESTM node CMS has been presented. This stage of the study was
conducted in the laboratory and limited to the designation of period Tsel settings for only one
node. Equally, no account was taken of the impact of additional disturbances occurring in
wireless networks. Such an experimental verification has confirmed the possibility of
applying the ESTM with the GRASP algorithm for the determination of the settings Tsel in
one of the CMS nodes.
The presented results of the experimental studies have shown a particularly high
dependence of the time tkavg on the hardware and software configuration of the CMS node. In
case of the hardware configuration of the CMS node the performance of the memory used
may be important when reading and writing the ESTM previously designated by the GRASP
algorithm Tsel settings. Not without significance is the fact that the software configuration of
the CMS system node implementing support for all the tasks executed in the node, among
others, the maintenance tasks for the program implementing the ESTM.
On the basis of the analyzed configurations it can also be noted that a small number of
tasks (up to 25) designating Tsel settings can be done in the “online” mode on hardware and
software resources not worse than those in the nc2_1 configuration. Getting responses from
a designating node in the “online” mode for a new set of periods Tsel by the ESTM with the
GRASP algorithm, in not more than 0.2 seconds, allows the use of such a solution also in
wireless sensor networks, IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee. For a greater number of tasks the use of
more efficient hardware configurations to determine the setting Tsel will not always be
necessary, since a node implementing the CMS ESTM with the GRASP algorithm can be
made to read from memory earlier settings of Tsel (“offline” mode). The obtained results
indicate that the “offline” mode allows retrieval of a new set of periods Tsel in not more than
0.2 s.
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